External Staff Support
External staff support was a direct outgrowth of limited staff capacity within OYP. The key organization was the Brandeis Center for Employment and Income Studies.  CEIS had an intentionally broad and arabiguous Charge:  "(1) To provide technical research design guidance to the national array of experimental and demonstration projects implemented under YEDPA, and (2) to develop administration processes for the retrieval, disseraination and policy utilization of research findings and other knowledge development products of these discretion-ary projects" (DOL, 1980b:278).  These responsibilities overlapped those of a number of other organizations, including the Educational Testing Service's (ETS) development of a Standard Assessment System (SAS), the design and evaluation functions of the intermediäries, and number of other individual projects with their own evaluations.
But if CEIS's role was ambiguous in a formal sense, its practical function was much less so. CEIS staff were the only source of "latera intelligence" in the complex array of organizations spawned by OYP. All the other organizations were producing "vertical intelligence," ir the sense that they were assigned projects with specialized target groups and particular programs.  As noted above, this meant that the design of the knowledge development effort, if it was to exist at all, depended on the ability to make cross-cutting conclusions from disparate projects.
In its evaluation Consulting and technical assistance role, CEIS was not just trying to improve the quality of project evaluations (a difficult task by itself), it was also gathering intelligence about what the developing delivery system looked like across a variety of localities and projects. CEIS also performed the function of convenir periodic Conferences to review design decisions, interim results, and practical lessons.  In the absence of these activities, there was no formal mechanism for getting people involved in the knowledge development process to talk to each other about their results. While the lateral intelligence function is hard to specify in formal terms, and while one could argue that under the best of circumstances it would have been performed inside OYP, it was a practical necessity, given OYP's staff capacity and the organizational complexity of the knowledc development effort.
Another important external support function was provided by the Educational Testing Service's Standard Assessment System.  The initia] idea behind SAS was plausible.  ETS would develop a single battery of Instruments, composed of measures of client background characteristics educational measures, and employment measures, which would be adminis-tered to a large sample of YEDPA demonstration project participants, before and after their participation, and would generate a data base that could be used to analyze effects across sites and programs.  This battery of Instruments would then be administered by prime Sponsors äs part of the routine requirements that accompany YEDPA-funded demonstrc tion projects.  The results would be collected, compiled, and analyzec by ETS, but also made available to others for special studies.

